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Overview
The content of this White Paper is based on a public survey, run by SITS, and in conjunction with Cherwell
Software and the Service Desk Institute. 

73 fully completed surveys were received from ITSM professionals. In addition, 5 follow up interviews were
carried out with respondents.
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What is Customer Experience (CX)? 
There are varying definitions, but in simple terms, CX is the perception in totality of a customer’s experience
of a service and interaction with a service organisation. 

Traditional focus has been on User Interface (UI), which relates to software or websites, whereas CX is more
about the whole human interaction with your organisation and people as well as product. 

So, for example, a great product can be enhanced or ruined by the quality of CX, and vice versa – a poor or
average product can be improved through good CX. A classic example of this would be the experience of
using a Service Desk which can alter (positively or negatively) the perception of an IT organisation and its
actual technical service. 

The focus of CX as an activity or discipline (certainly in IT) tends to be around customer satisfaction
measurement, Net Promoter Score (NPS) and other feedback mechanisms. These are all useful and key
elements of CX; however, there is also a need to look at how to structure responses and follow-up to this
feedback and how to set the right metrics and expectations with customers. IT has control over software,
hardware and services, all of which inform how IT delivers value to the business. The way that IT collectively
delivers all of these elements directly contributes towards the overall customer experience. 

Whilst it is good to know what your customer satisfaction level is - and great if this is in line or in excess of a
target set - it is better to have a process in place to manage this and also to set the right targets in the first
place. Traditional SLA priority setting in response to incidents doesn’t always meet actual customer
requirements so it’s necessary to engage and find out what customers’ needs actually are.

Approach to CX
CX must be seen as an embedded process across the IT Service Provider organisation – and not simply a
feedback mechanism, service desk task or point-based solution like a CSAT score. It needs to be supported
and maintained as a high priority and strategic function by senior management – it’s not just about point
scoring.

Customer engagement
It is of course essential to engage with customers and find out what their priorities, objectives and needs are
from technology, in order for IT to then set up suitable mechanisms to deliver and support these services.
Expectations need to be set around how the customers and users actually experience and consume these
services, not simply in IT terms or in terms of fault fixing. The focus should include value and benefit as well as
cost and recovery. 

Ultimately, the service experience elements that are defined by the customer should be reflected in some sort
of services structure that the IT provider then works to, for example a service catalogue or list of agreed
services that they will deliver. Again, this is not simply a list of applications or hardware nor a set of response
and fix SLA targets.  Rather, it should be a set of customer based targets that can be set and measured for
delivery by IT.

As an example, this could be based around business activity as supported by IT, rather than IT activity like
Incident or Availability Management. Service Availability might only refer to some specific times when service
is essential – i.e. specific times for transaction processing or a defined set of business tasks that need IT to
complete.
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Customer journey 
IT is effectively a ‘supply chain’ of activities that support businesses and individual users. CX defines and maps
this ‘customer journey’ as the customer would experience and interact with a service or organisation, not
simply specific actions or tasks.

An article in Harvard Business Review identified the need to build CX around the whole experience and not
simply the individual touch points, although both are equally important. This should be the output of initial
and ongoing customer engagement – whether through BRM meetings or feedback sessions, etc. The output
produced is a workflow or map that identifies how and where an individual or customer group might interact
with your service and service organisation.

Touch points, key metrics or moments of truth (MOTs) are simply points where there are interactions and key
functions happening that can be monitored and measured for assessment and follow up on the performance
and delivery of service – not simply as a technical function such as availability but also from a Customer
Experience perspective.

‘Moments of truth’ would normally reflect key business functions or outcomes or key times when there is a
customer interaction. For example, an online purchase, a call to the service desk, the ability to use
communications devices, a delivery time for goods, or a key business period, like end of month.

Customer feedback 
There are many good examples of customer feedback advice in this report from experienced respondents –
See below.

In essence, it is now essential to do this and to focus on receiving the right information in accordance with the
customer journey and touch points, not simply IT functions.

Surveys should be simple and short in order to encourage participation. The questions must be relevant to
the service and the experience, and there must be clear and transparent distribution of the results in order to
build confidence in the reporting output. 

There should be internal processes embedded, which take this information and turn it into improvement
initiatives such as Continual Service Improvement projects. 

Surveys also need to combine short term event or incident based feedback (for touch points or MOTs) with
longer term views and perspective (for the whole ‘customer journey’).

The independence of the surveying and reporting functions is a major element in building a strong
partnership.

Metrics and bundled reporting
Legacy SLA and KPI reporting has tended to see individual operational metrics as ends in themselves, which
in reality, they are not. Metrics such as call or incident handling times, response times, system availability are
generally meaningless to customers. These metrics are still useful internally but only as part of a larger service
package or ‘bundle’.

For a successful CX approach, it is therefore useful to ‘bundle’ various metrics together into what might be an
actual customer experience and then use the discussion with the customer to agree on relative priority or
weighting. The aim is to establish simply what is important to the customer to measure and report on.
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Example ‘Bundled Service Desk’ report
In this example, there are a number of operational stats pulled together then weighted as required to provide
an overall Service Desk ‘score’.

Customer ‘Bundle’ examples
In these examples, the same principle can be used to combine various different elements of service and
service reporting into one package, that reflects the customer’s preference in terms of weighing and
importance. 
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Metric What Threshold Weighting

Telephony ABR/AHT/ATR ABR<5% 20%
AHT<5min
ATR<2min

Incident logging SLA keyapps - HR+ 99.8% Service 20%
Payroll apps + Email Hours

Incident resoliution SLA Weekly review Target 90% 20%

Agent efficiency Weekly review Target 90% 10%

Customer Satisfaction Month end billing 100% 20%
availability

Efficiency/scheduling Internal metrics % targets 10%

Metric What Threshold Weighting

SLA Incident/fix <5 per week 20%

Availabillity Key apps - ERP + Email 99.6% Service 15%
Hours

Customer Satisfaction Weekly review Target 85% 25%

NPS/KCI Weekly review Target 75% 10%

KeyMetric – Moment Keytime availability 100% 30%
of truth availability

Metric What Threshold Weighting

SLA Incident/fix -None per week 30%

Availabillity Key apps - HR + 99.8% Service 20%
Payroll apps + Email Hours

Customer Satisfaction Weekly review Target 90% 10%

NPS/KCI Weekly review Target 90% 10%

KeyMetric – Moment Month end billing 100% 30%
of truth availability

Customer B Metrics ‘Bundle’

Customer A Metrics ‘Bundle’



The risks of not having a CX strategy
Customer dissatisfaction – perhaps the service might be OK, but if the experience is poor the reputation
and perception of IT will suffer

Customers go elsewhere – it is becoming simpler and easier for customers to by-pass IT and seek products
and services elsewhere. This not only reduces reliance on IT but carries potential security risks of unsuitable
tools and systems being brought into the business

Missing real business needs – by not supporting key business requirements and priorities IT can withhold
the business from innovation and differentiation  

Missing opportunities to develop – a lack of focus on the end-to-end experience can remove perspective
and inhibit IT from developing their own services, methods and people 

Unable to deliver value – when IT struggles to understand how it creates value, it in turn becomes  unable
to articulate and demonstrate their actual value to the business

Cost – by delivery the wrong services or delivering them in an unsuitable way, IT risks wasting resources
and  money through ineffective and bad investment

7 tips for successful CX 
Acceptance of the need to do CX and to build a collective approach. It’s important to get an honest
assessment of current CX capability and the associated risks and escalate this to management for support
and action.

Benchmark and involve the business in strategy for CX – get started!! Establish a baseline and some targets
for improvement and maturity, then get moving.

Engage with customers and get their input and feedback – build a number of mechanisms for this, such as:
short meetings, simple feedback forms (avoiding any reference to SLAs), informal clinics, road shows.

Map out the CX ‘journey’ touch points, MOTs, services and expectations – clarify ownership, roles and
visible ways of measuring touch points and the overall experience. Be clear on all of the technical
components and human interactions that can be involved in the delivery of service. 

Build reporting, management and monitoring to track progress and identify success on the CX Journey.
Use service ‘bundles’, and get customer input on relevant reporting tools and measures.

Educate and support all staff and stakeholders to take positive views and responses to difficult or negative
feedback. This is the real ‘culture’ or ‘mind-set’ change.

Build ongoing CSIP to embed process and response to feedback. Review and publish progress, success and
learning points on an ongoing basis.  
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The SITS14 Survey
“Treat customers the way you would want to be treated yourself. Processes can get in
the way of treating people as humans!”
(survey feedback)

Key findings
This survey has been commissioned to provide feedback to the IT Industry on the current take-up of CX
activities. The goal is to spread knowledge and understanding around what CX is and how to get maximum
value from it for your organisation. As such, the report provides guidance and advice as well as research data.

It is clear from the survey results that Customer Experience (CX) is a hot topic and that many organisations are
either doing some part of it, planning or thinking about it.  45% of respondents have an active programme in
place, and 43% have a collective understanding and approach. 

There is a core of circa 30% of organisations that either don’t know or don’t engage with this concept, and
another 20% – 30% who are either thinking about it or know that they should do something about it.

So whilst around half of respondents are doing CX in some form, there is an opportunity to spread the word
more widely and get more organisations awake to the goals and benefits of engaging with a CX strategy.

47% of respondents reported ‘varied or mixed’ understanding of CX, which suggests there is lack of clarity
about what CX actually is. There is thus a great opportunity to develop clear messages and promote the
features and business benefits of a CX strategy. 

Additionally, most of the responses in this survey did not mention any formal or structured approach or
methods for what they have done with CX. 

The reported focus is mostly around customer engagement and customer satisfaction measurement – both of
these are absolutely key elements of CX but are only part of the bigger picture, and it seems that the industry
is still at an early stage of maturity in this area.  

Most current activity is aimed at improving relationships and common understanding, but there are also some
less specific goals around IT ‘culture‘ and mind-set. 

There is a good understanding of the need to develop IT-wide programmes and the need for collaboration
with CX, although at this point, only 28% of organisations have a strong or well developed collective
understanding of CX.

Most positive is the feedback that 66% of organisations have identified some successes and benefits from
carrying out some CX activities.

53% report improved customer relationships

43% have a better understanding of customer requirements

Other key benefits include better communications and improved Customer Satisfaction

Benefits (as well as initiatives) are mostly still ad hoc or anecdotal. We need more clarity of message and
maturity around how to deliver this process so that organisations can save time and money and achieve
greater benefits against more clearly set targets.

An additional opportunity is therefore emerging in the need to develop and promote some clear ‘best
practice’ and proven guidance on how to approach and structure planning and implementation of a CX
strategy, including ‘customer journey’ mapping, touch points and CX metrics.
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This report contains guidance, advice and experienced learning from respondents on engagement and
listening to customers. This aims to be helpful and useful to readers and offers some practical advice below. 

The report also includes a high level CX definition and initial guidance on a structured approach to CX, plus
some case study insights.

Survey respondent quotes 
“Don't be afraid to talk to the customer and don't get defensive over poor
performance. Try and put yourselves in their shoes so you can understand the
frustrations experienced and work together in resolving these as one big happy
team.”

“CX is an important key to the success of our business. As a service provider we must
meet and often exceed customer expectations in order to keep and acquire new
customers.”

“Don't just measure the time a call is answered in. A customer will wait a bit longer if
they are sure they are going to be listened to and dealt with in a professional
manner.”
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Author’s overview
It’s the latest hype and one beloved of marketeers – focusing on the customer and their experience of using
IT services. 

And, let’s face it, the current focus on ‘Customer Experience’ (CX) is just hype, isn’t it? 

Shouldn’t we all (and haven’t we) been doing this for years?

Certainly, from talking to people across IT and the ITSM industry, many claim that, in some form, they are or
have been doing this for some time. The rest mostly know that they should do it, or are in the process of
introducing some aspect of CX. Only a small percentage of organisations are seemingly not thinking about it
and not doing anything.

Do we really need more industry hype?! 

There might be some justifiable sympathy with the views expressed above? This is in part because there is
definitely too much hype around the latest trends in IT but also because it is true that we should have been
doing this for years, and many organisations have been doing this, to greater or lesser extents. 

However, despite being perhaps understandable, the views above are misguided and dangerous for the
following reasons:

As we will see from this report, although many organisations are using some or several CX activities or
components, few have done this with any sort of structured approach. They are therefore inefficiently ‘re-
inventing the wheel’ in their efforts and missing out on the full opportunities of CX.  

CX is an important business issue and discipline, one in which IT organisations must be engaged with in
order to meet the current and ever evolving challenges of consumerisation and new commercial models in
technology. The world has changed quickly in terms of IT consumerisation and expectation as well as
offering many new commercial models. 

IT organisations that ignore CX as part of their strategy are at high risk of losing relevance and
disappearing altogether as they will be by-passed and replaced by those that take CX seriously, regardless
of their technical capability or corporate governance. 

One key reason that CX is important to IT organisations is the simple legacy of the ‘SLA culture’ that has
driven many operational teams during recent years. This has had the highly dangerous effect of ‘kidding’
service delivery organisations into thinking that they are doing a great job, when in fact they are not fully
meeting their customer’s needs. 

In simple terms, the legacy SLA approach has been to set up ‘SLAs’ without any significant customer
engagement or agreement (i.e. the ‘A’ in SLA). The result of this has been ‘SLAs’ (or at best metrics) based
on the IT provider’s view of priority and of what to measure. These are often meaningless and lacking in any
context that is of use or value to the customer.

Worse still, this seems to demonstrate to customers that the IT organisation does not understand them,
does not value their input and opinion and does not listen to them.

As well as not delivering the level of service, support and experience needed, the IT provider may also be
complacent – since they have some ‘nice SLA stats’ that show they are ‘doing well’ – they may not realise
they are underachieving. Customers as a result may feel patronised and ignored and as a result end up
avoiding the IT provider altogether.  
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All the major analyst firms have identified Customer Experience as a key component and differentiator for
IT organisations and IT services. This includes Gartner, Forrester, Ovum, Harvard Business Review and many
smaller niche players. There are many CX sub-industries springing up and of course, the inevitable growth
of publications, blogs, courses and events.

This is not just an IT thing. The CX concept has been around for many years and is used extensively in the
leisure, hotel and tourism and of course retail industries. In his book The Quantum age of IT*, Charles
Araujo argues that IT is now itself entering the ‘retail’ phase so it makes sense to look at IT as a retail
‘supply chain’ and CX as part of the ‘supply chain’ in this light.

And finally from this report, and most palpably, 66% of those (73) organisations that have been using some
level of CX approach, have reported improvements in service quality, business alignment and
understanding, and the quality of their customer relationships.

CX is not something completely new, but it is something that can deliver value, which is still not achieved well
or fully by many IT organisations. In the current climate of change in the technology market, it is imperative
now for most organisations.

The need for conscious Customer Experience is now a key part of the IT and service management agenda.
Experience is now eclipsing process and ‘best practice’ as the framework for Service Management. This has
been driven by the business demands for more speed, agility and engagement. As such, IT organisations
need to be flexible and demonstrably more ‘easy to do business with’.

This is at conflict with the prevailing ‘best practice’ approach, which seems to expect tools, processes and
functions alone to deliver a perfect blended outcome and ‘experience’. The ‘customer-free’ SLA culture
already mentioned, plus a wave of overly process-focused ITSM/ITIL ‘implementations’ during the past 15 or
so years have led to this expectation across IT people and teams.

In the last few years, the massive surge in the use of technology across all demographics has significantly
changed the expectations of what can be done and delivered from IT.  People now consume and buy
technology as a retail choice like any other product making many traditional IT departments and suppliers
suddenly look dated and out of touch. 

One of the phrases heard regularly is ‘we need to be easy to do business with’. Many IT organisations have
the reputation of being the department or company that says ‘no’ or at least, doesn’t find it easy to say ‘yes’. 

In the past this was the only option, but not any more. We need to engage and find out what our customers
need and want from us (plus understand what it’s like to do business with us) in order to work towards
meeting – and perhaps even exceeding – those expectations. 

How can we fail less, fix faster, communicate better, deliver new projects faster, measure and report better
and ensure that we are actually delivering what our customers need in a manner that is supportive, business-
aware and engaging? 

How do we identify the key things that are important to our customers and focus on delivering and
measuring them, not just what we think is important to customers? 

To do these things, we need to engage with our customers and view our services and delivery from their
viewpoint, then act accordingly to make this experience a positive one. We need to find ways to get out from
behind our screens and engage with the businesses and people that we support. This will deliver value to
customer and the IT provider alike, and this is how we start to discover what customers need and actually
‘experience’ when working with IT.

The key message from this survey is that there are not many organisations fully leveraging the existing
experience and knowledge of how to do CX well. Many organisations are carrying out some aspects and
components of CX, although without a clear strategy for how to structure this and use proven best practice to
pull this together and get maximum benefit. 
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Organisations need to be clear on what CX is and how to use it effectively. 

Clear guidance and value propositions are needed to spread the word at all levels of maturity that CX is here
to stay and is a well-defined and highly valuable toolkit for all service providers. At this time, this is an
essential priority for all those working in IT.

Barclay Rae March 2014
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Comment: SDI
IT can be complex, binary, rigid and uncompromising. At its worst, the connection between IT and the
consumer can reflect this, being just as convoluted, black and white and inflexible. Many years of developing
and incorporating frameworks devised to deliver a joined up end to end service can make delivery efficient
and understood, however it can sometimes contribute to more layers of unyielding, even uncooperative
service potential.

So sometimes being a customer is really tough, however, us humans are easily pleased right? We just want
things to be easy and stuff to work. We’re soft, tactile and think of people as the lowest common
denominator. So, even though we created it, how did the technology and the people end up so far apart?

CX isn’t new, it isn’t hype. In an IT service environment, customer experience is the connection between
technology and people. As technology gets smarter customers will expect faster, better and cheaper service
solutions that offer infinite choice and integrate seamlessly into their ever changing lifestyles. ITSM needs to
be able to meet and exceed these demands over the next 5 to 10 years, we just need to make things easy
and make stuff work.  

In any service environment, the most important part of the experience is the people connection. In ITSM, the
technology to people connection is the Service Desk, a world class Service Desk delivers ‘easy’ as a state of
mind. So what does easy look like? As a customer, there are 14 things to consider when making things easy
for me. The best Service Desks support these daily.

Know me and my business intimately  

Be professional, positive and compatible

Connect personally with me  

Be open and collaborate   

Listen to me, really Listen to me   

Prove yourself   

Be creative, offer new ideas, new perspectives and new horizons

Add value to my working existence  

Be a great brand to be associated with  

Inspire and impress me   

Make stuff work; all the time  

Think about the outcome not the in-between   

Surprise and delight me

Sweat the small stuff, it’s in the detail

A great customer experience is emotional, it creates feelings, it connects. It’s creative and personal making
the mundane amazing. Building customer experience around the absolute best outcome and not viewing it
simply as an afterthought to support frameworks is not only vital but fundamental. Wouldn’t it be brilliant if
we could framework emotional and easy?
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Comment: Cherwell CX
At Cherwell Software, we take customer experience very seriously. We have to. No organisation, whether it’s
a commercial software organisation, or your own IT organisation, can ignore the fact that we are in the ‘age of
the customer’. As suppliers of products and services, both Cherwell and your own IT organisation, must be
customer obsessed. Like it or not, customers have total freedom to express whatever views or perceptions
they have of suppliers, and this can be done in many different ways with instant global reach. This means that
we have to accept we cannot control customers and nor should we. But, we do have control over the
experiences customers receive from us. Even if services and products are delivered via third party suppliers,
we must take responsibility for the customer experience. After all, it’s our brand and reputation at stake –
both Cherwell’s and your own IT services brand. We must ‘own’ the customer experience -- each and every
single one of us.  

There are three core fundamentals that reside at the heart of customer experience:

Fulfilling customer requirements 

Being easy for customers

Being enjoyable for customers

As service providers, it’s very common to see focus on the first level (fulfilling requirements), and we see
ITSM/ITSSM and ITIL® with process frameworks driving efficiencies and consistency in support of this layer. In
some organisations, we see good headway being made on the second layer (Being Easy). This takes many
forms, but Self Service is often seen as a driver in this level of customer experience. However, very few
organisations manage to address the last layer of enjoyment. This is that human perception element that is
entirely linked to culture and positive attitude within your service delivery model. This is the piece of the
puzzle that makes a customer say, ‘Wow. That was great’. This is the perception layer where the true
customer experience is apparent. If we understand and realise that customer experience is about perception,
then we’ll start to uncover best practices we can apply to our service delivery.

Personally, I often look to other industries for great examples of customer experience. Customer experience
is THE hot topic across all industries in this ‘age of the customer’, so my advice is to take input from all
around you. Look at which suppliers create great customer experiences that you have received, and then ask
yourself if you can apply that same type of experience in your IT service delivery.  

These are exciting times for IT and IT Service Management – embrace customer experience and define your
vision, purpose and strategy, remembering to keep those three customer experience layers within your
thinking. Provide the appropriate inspiring environment that empowers your staff to create glorious moments
of truth. They will yield great dividends for you.

As someone once said to me, “A supplier’s reputation can be destroyed in 140 characters or less”, so you
cannot ignore customer experience. And finally, to quote a Cherwell customer talking about the customer
experiences they had created, “We now often hear our customers say, we love IT”.

Simon Kent, VP of Worldwide Customer Experience, Cherwell Software LLC.
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What level of understanding does your
organisation (and service desk) have of
Customer Experience (CX)?
Respondents had to choose 1 answer from a list of 5 options.
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Varied or mixed 
understanding 47%

Varied or mixed 
understanding 47%

Little or no 
understanding 10%

Strong collective understanding that
heavily influences our services 15%

Well-developed
collective

understanding
13%

Currently
developing a

collective
understanding

15%



Key points
43% with an actual project or (in progress) collective understanding and approach (Strong 15%, Well
developed 13%, In Progress 15%).

Over 50% respondents (57%) with limited (varied or little or no understanding) of CX.

47% reported ‘varied or mixed’ understanding – i.e. there is confusion abut what CX actually is.

Only 28% have a strong or well developed collective understanding of CX.

Analysis
It’s a positive result to find 43% with a tangible project in place, where there is appreciation of the nature and
need for CX, where this identified as not just Service Desk or BRM function but a cross department approach.

A large group identified a ‘varied or mixed understanding’ of CX – so either a limited (e.g. by team)
appreciation, or a limited or incorrect level of understanding. This group need some clear messages for
clarification and education and then internal co-ordinated activity to move forward and remove the risk to the
organisation from lack of conscious CX activity.

Overall, in the report, the feedback comments show a varied response and understanding of CX – from
simple customer feedback measurement to a mix of experience mapping and process design. 

Whilst some organisations may say that they are unaware of and may not be doing any CX activities, they may
still be carrying out some of these as individual elements. 

On the other hand some organisations that do report CX activity (even with success) may also not be doing
this with a structured approach and may not be achieving optimum success.

What do you understand Customer 
Experience (CX) to mean? 
Respondents were asked to explain their understanding.

“The end to end journey of customers the resources available to them and their ability
to access this in an easy manner.”

“Every single interaction that the customer has with the IT Department and every
single instance where the customer uses IT equipment, systems or services.”

“That the customer receives the best service possible and that it is a good experience
and they have no need for complaint.”

“No idea. Never heard of Customer Experience (capitalised) as a specific thing.”

“The quality of interaction between the Customer and the IT function normally through
the Service desk.  Concentrating on customer perception of the quality of support
that they receive.”

“The totality of the customers experience of interactions with the provider, from the
very start to right now through to any 'finish' of that relationship.”
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Does your organisation have a defined
Customer Experience (CX) strategy, or initiative?
Respondents had to choose 1 answer from a list of 5 options.
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Key points
46% of respondents have either a practical CX programme or CX initiatives already in place.

Of these, 17% were simply ad hoc activities with another 29% with ‘existing’ or ‘in progress’ CX
programmes.

29% were ‘thinking about it’. 

25% with nothing identified or in place at all.

54% overall had no defined CX activity or concrete plan for action.

Analysis
30% of organisations reporting CX initiatives is a fairly positive result, particularly when you add another 17%
with ‘ad hoc’ activities. 

So nearly half of organisations (46%) are doing some form of CX activities. 

That of course does still leave over half (54%) of all respondents with no defined activity (‘thinking about it’)
or plan for action around CX – 25% have no plan at all.  

This maps roughly onto the 57% in total who had little or varied understanding of CX from question 1. 
So, there is a clear need to explain and promote the features and values of CX in order to support this area of
the market.

There are also some concerns here and elsewhere from the feedback that ‘CX’ is simply or mostly interpreted
as ‘Customer Satisfaction’ or ‘Customer Engagement’. There is very little comment from respondents about
method or any structured approach – for example around customer journey mapping, touch points, moments
of truth or CX bundled metrics.

Examples of CX initiatives 
“Customer Care courses offered regularly.”

“CSI and a Satisfaction survey.“

“Service Management, including CSI, Enterprise Business Services.“

“Only thing that is measured is how quickly the call is answered. Nothing else is
considered necessary by the senior management team.“

“We have purchased new service management system that provides us with faster and
more accurate access to customer data, so customer experience is improved timing
wise and information wise.“

“Regular contact, clearly defined and visible escalation procedures, feedback
acknowledged, feedback acted upon where in line with the business strategy, reasons
provided where feedback not moved forward.”

“We are looking at achieving Customer Service Excellence Award.“
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Which of these activities do you currently do?
Respondents could select more than one option – results shown are actuals.
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Key points
Business Relationship Management (BRM), reporting and event or incident-based surveys are the main
activities reported here.

A significant number (30%) use direct contact – exchanges and visits with customers.

Most activity reported is around customer contact or customer satisfaction feedback – not practical or
formal CX activity such as experience mapping, touch points, MOT, CX reporting and service reporting
improvement plans.

Analysis 
Most activity reported is around customer satisfaction feedback, and there seems to be no practical or formal
CX activity, e.g. customer journey, or service experience mapping, touch points, MOT, service or CX
reporting, continual service improvement plans.

Other activities reported include: road shows, guru meetings, user forums, yearly lunch, ad hoc meetings.

What other CX activities do you do? 
“User Forums.”

“Guru appointments, road shows, Yammer (social media). “

“Ad-hoc feedback sessions.”

“Providing proactive services, e.g. offering support for events or conferences.”
“We are still very immature in this area, if I'm honest...”

“Nothing. The customers have to take whatever they are given and lump it as long as
the calls are answered within 17 seconds.”
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What have your current activities or CX strategy
set out to do? 
Respondents could select all options that applied. Results are actual numbers. 
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Other

Help to keep the IT service and Service Desk

Input real Continual improvement initiatives

Change the way IT reports on its performance

Change the mind-set of IT people

Provide input for the IT organisation to focus on

Develop a broad approach to service beyond SLAs

Set targets for customer satisfaction metrics

Indentify services and expectations from customers

Help to meet SLAs

Key points
68% of organisations in the survey are using CX to identify services and expectations from customers.

54% are using CX as a means to change the mind-set of their own (IT) people.  

Other key areas identified include: keeping the service desk relevant and in touch, developing beyond
SLAs, and input to real CSI initiatives.

Analysis
Generally, the responses here are positive as a set of drivers for CX activities, although there is little indication
of how organisations are managing or approaching CX beyond these activities and goals. 

As an example, the 54% that are indicating that they will use CX as a means to change their people’s mind-
set – there was no indication from the responses of how this would happen, be measured or be managed.

Some indicated that CX was a driver to develop beyond SLAs, although 38% also saw CX as a means to
improve the quality of their current SLAs.

Other drivers noted included ‘gives people something to strive for’ and ‘means to socialise’.
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Can you say what benefits have been achieved? 
Respondents could select all options that applied.

Key points
66% overall have identified some successes and benefits.

The key benefit for 53% of respondents is – ‘improved customer relationship’.

43% have a better understanding of customer requirements.

Other benefits include: communications, relationship, improved customer satisfaction.

Or… ‘we don’t do this and need to!’ – still a sizeable 27% with no apparent benefits.

Ad hoc activities and CSAT focus may be holding back on real benefits being achieved via CX.

Analysis
This is the most positive and conclusive result of the survey, with 66% of respondents expressing some clear
benefits having been achieved as a result of CX activities of one form or another.

This is particularly interesting since we have also established that the majority of CX activity is still relatively
immature and ad hoc  - so we could expect to see improved results and benefits from a more consistent and
complete approach being promoted and adopted. 

The opportunity is therefore twofold:

1. To inform and clarify to the remaining 34% of the market how they can get real value from CX.

2. To educate and promote to the wider market how to do CX better, with more efficiency structure and
consistency, using proven techniques and activities. 

Respondents were asked to provide advice and learning points from their own experience.  This makes
excellent reading as clear positive advice on engagement, attitude, and of course, on things to avoid.
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CX advice from respondents
“Always involve customers when setting goals and targets. Ensure customers are aware
of any constraints applied to IT Service Desk operations, such as funding or staffing
limits.”

“Don't stick to the maths and metrics - speak to PEOPLE!”

“Treat customers the way you would want to be treated yourself. Processes can get in
the way of treating people as humans!”

“Listen to your customers and also your teams who are to deliver the customer
experience.”

“Enable a clearer engagement between the two parties and ensure they share ideas
and points of view on how to work together.”

“You must listen, you must accept failures and use these to improve. You must ask the
difficult questions, and be prepared for the possible difficult answers!”

“Find out what customers want in terms of what a good outcome would look like for
them. For instance customer feedback could be 'when I phone the Service Desk, I
would like to able to speak with an experienced technician who can fix my issue
immediately rather than passing it to another person. For me it meant reducing team
layers and retraining individuals to provide the level of expertise the customer
expects from the Service Desk.”

“If you can, go and work in the customer's environment for a day or two. This is a really
good way to understand their perspective better. This is (or should be) relatively easy
to arrange with internal customers.”

“Change how you speak to your team, ensure everything you speak about it customer
related. Soft skills training course has helped too but ensure you have the right
people in your team and recruit the right people.”

“Don't just measure the time a call is answered in. A customer will wait a bit longer if
they are sure they are going to be listened to and dealt with in a professional
manner.”

“Don't be afraid to talk to the customer and don't get defensive over poor
performance. Try and put yourselves in their shoes so you can understand the
frustrations experienced and work together in resolving these as one big happy
team.”
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Case studies – Customer stories
QBE 
QBE provides insurance underwriting services, operating globally with eight regional centres in the UK. The IT
organisation had outsourced its helpdesk without consultation. This resulted in some poor customer
feedback, to such an extent that the decision was made to bring the Helpdesk back in-house and set up a
new operation from scratch.

Dawn Ibbetson, Service Desk Team Leader, was hired as part of the new team in 2012. ‘After the experience
of the previous outsourced Helpdesk, it was decided that we needed to get it right and engage with our
customers’, she explains, ‘so we had regular meetings with our users and customers to identify what they
needed from us.’ 

This process included the use of a Business User Forum (BUF), which was comprised of a broad cross section
of people from across the company. Initial meetings were focused on what had gone wrong and what
customers were unhappy with about the previous service, in order that they didn’t make the same mistakes
again.

From these meetings and, in conjunction with customers, the team drew up a set of seven desired behaviours
for Service Desk Analysts. This was then used as the basis for hiring new Service Desk staff, who were
evaluated against these behaviours and values. Key areas in these behaviours included good communications,
taking responsibility (i.e. committing and following up on actions), plus empowerment, where staff were given
the freedom to take actions and make decisions on their own initiative when it was deemed appropriate for
the customer. 

‘The engagement process included really listening and acting on our customer feedback’ says Ibbetson, ‘our
customers indicated that they were not happy being bombarded with automated emails and information that
they didn’t want’. 

This process led to QBE taking the bold step to remove email for raising and managing tickets, all of which
was now handled more effectively through a customer portal (using Cherwell software). This was initially
resisted by customers but, with trust and time, they came to use it and the organisation has now started to
reap the benefits.

Outcomes and results have been impressive. Response time for tickets has now gone from 1.5 hours (via
email) to 20 minutes (via the portal). The Service Desk is able to manage telephone calls more effectively and
of course customer satisfaction has increased dramatically from 27% (strongly agreed that the service was
‘great’) to 60% in a single quarter.

The approach used the ‘customer journey’ concept and mapped out relevant customer ‘touch points’ to
ensure that the experience was positive and didn’t leave business people and their tickets lost in a process
‘black hole’.

Ultimately, as Dawn Ibbetson explains, the success of this project was heavily dependent on having good
practical working relationships, which now allows IT to push back in some cases when necessary. Forums and
meetings continue to be used to manage the service-relationship. 

‘It’s all about customer rapport – definitely not just a numbers and stats game.  After all, if you don’t
understand what the customer needs, how can you deliver it..?’    

This has been successful for the UK operation and there are now plans to use this approach with other QBE
Service Desks and also to develop a global service catalogue.
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Southern Housing Group
Southern Housing Group has embarked on customer surveying in order to support their customers and to try
to work towards meeting their needs.

‘Customers were giving up’, says Emma Faller, who noted that there was no customer satisfaction process in
place when she joined the company. 

‘There was a lot of demand from customers around complaints and the need to have their say about what
they got from IT and how it was delivered’.

The previous culture had led to a lot of complaining to senior IT management, rather than actual reporting of
incidents and faults. So the new survey and feedback process has stemmed the tide of direct escalations to
management, as well as providing useful input and ideas for development. 

‘Don’t assume you know what the answers will be’ adds Faller, ‘We were surprised as we thought that the
responses would be more negative that they actually were’. 

This suggests that it is the lack of a communications approach, as much as the quality of service, that can
frustrate users and drive a wedge between IT and its customers. Feedback received is now being fed into
continual improvement plans and new projects have been set in motion. Current planning also includes the
need to review actions taken against feedback received.

A new call logging system will help in future and as Emma Faller points out timing was important - ‘the
business was ready for the survey approach’ . Thankfully this was provided in time and with the opportunity to
mutually improve and develop the relationship.

Wolseley UK 
The Southern Housing approach of starting to delve into structured customer Feedback and analysis has also
been taken up by Wolseley UK, who are also undertaking a number of improvement projects and initiatives.

Mark Abbott, Service Operations Manager, understands the need for this although is careful to test the
approach and build a robust and structured process for capturing and also acting on feedback. ‘Our business
users are busy people working in retail environments and we need to ensure that any feedback mechanisms
are effective and non-intrusive’ says Abbott.

The Service Desk under Abbott’s management works to improve call quality and turnaround time and the
team has an impressive set of processes to support its operation. 

Mark Abbott wants to use relationship management as well as user feedback to ensure that this meets the
needs of their customers. It is still early days in this process, but the value is being understood and acted
upon across IT management.

Kent & Essex Police IT Department
Brian Jaggs, head of IT Services at Kent and Essex Police, highlights the value of debate and discussion with
customers around their needs.

‘We discovered that IT support was less of an issue than IT delivery, where we realised that our expectations
often turned out to be at odds with our customers’ notes Jaggs. ‘Do not under estimate the value of the
customer and how they can influence the perception of IT both positively and negatively.’

The findings drove the organisation to develop new consistent and robust processes for managing
expectations. This also included enforcing all project activity into a single portfolio, in order to avoid waste
and duplication, as well as missed expectations.   
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Appendices – Industry sources 
Harvard Business Review – the truth about customer experience
The Quantum Age of IT – by Charles Araujo. Published by 
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47% of IT staff have a different
understanding of what Customer
Experience actually means

30% of organisations claim to not be
developing a Customer
Experience strategy, but know
they should be!

34% of the IT sector are still 
unsure as to what the 
benefits of improved 
Customer Experience are

54% of IT teams use Customer
Experience strategies as means
to change the mind set of their
own IT Staff

In collaboration with

1/10 IT Departments claim to little or
no understanding of customer
experience

43%
of IT Departments with a
Customer Experience
strategies claim to now
have better understanding
of customer needs

28%
of IT Departments
share the same
understanding 
of Customer
Experience 

53%
of IT Departments with a
Customer Experience
strategies claim to now
have better relationships
with their customers

Download the full white paper at www.servicedesk360.com

W e asked IT staff to tell us what advice 
they would give to others on delivering
Customer Experience

A s ITSM emerges from the dawn of consumerism – the relationship between
device, software and service becomes ever more intimate. We can satisfy
our customers with services, but delight them with experiences.

1/3 of customer
experience strategies
set out to help meet
SLA targets…

Whereas 1/2 of
strategies aim to develop
a wider approach beyond
SLA targets

Customer Experience (CX)
Supporting humans, not numbers

W hen discussing
how to deliver

great Customer
Experience, there is an
emerging theme of
customers and services
teams working together
to solve problems

#SITS14  #CX
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